Techniques for laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection
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Abstract: Laparoscopic liver surgery has gained wide acceptance resulting in a paradigm shift of liver surgery. Technical innovations and accumulation of surgeon’s experience have allowed laparoscopic liver resection (LLR) to become an effective procedure with favorable peri- and post-operative outcomes. Through the overall process of LLR, liver parenchymal transection remains the most critical step with the aim of minimizing blood loss and securing the appropriate cutting line, i.e., securing major vessels and obtaining adequate surgical margin clearance for malignancies. Multiple preoperative imaging modalities and intraoperative ultrasonography findings may contribute to the best determination of the appropriate cutting line during the LLR; however, technical expertise in minimizing and controlling bleeding during liver parenchymal transection is still a challenge for safe LLR, and therefore represents a major concern for hepatobiliary surgeons. Along with the historical fact that the technique of liver parenchymal transection itself is chosen according to surgeon’s preference and “savoir-faire”, the best technical modality in laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection remains to be determined. However, better understanding the technical issue may serve a contribution to the standardization of LLR. This review article therefore focuses on the technical aspects of the laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection.
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Introduction

Laparoscopic liver surgery has gained wide acceptance resulting in a paradigm shift of liver surgery (1-3). Technical innovations and accumulation of surgeon’s experience have allowed laparoscopic liver resection (LLR) to become an effective procedure with favorable peri- and post-operative outcomes. While LLR has become standard practice for minor hepatectomy, LLR for major hepatectomy still remains in an exploratory phase (4,5). One of the main reasons, which limit fast expansion of major LLR, remains the difficulty of safely transecting large and deeply located liver parenchymal transection surfaces.

Indeed, the ultimate goal of liver parenchyma transection is to minimize blood loss while obtaining adequate surgical margin clearance for malignancies. Multiple preoperative imaging modalities along with intraoperative ultrasonography findings may contribute to best determining the appropriate cutting line during LLR; however, technical expertise required to obtain adequate exposure along with minimizing and controlling bleeding during liver parenchymal transection remains a challenge for safe LLR, and therefore represents a major concern for hepatobiliary surgeons.

In most cases, the technique of liver parenchymal transection itself is chosen according to surgeon’s preference and “savoir-faire”. In this setting, standardization
of practices in order to achieve optimal laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection is currently lacking (6-12). Understanding critical technical issues may allow to define areas for standardization of LLR. Therefore, the aim of this review aims to discuss the technical aspects of laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection.

Preoperative patient evaluation

Patients’ selection is the major factor for successful implementation of any surgical procedure. For LLR, technical difficulty is known to be affected by the procedure itself (e.g., anatomical resection or major hepatectomy) (2,5), tumor factors (e.g., postero-superior segments or involvement of major vessels) (13-15), patients’ characteristics (e.g., elderly, or obesity, history of hepatectomy) (16,17), and underlying liver disease (18,19). Recently, various technical difficulty scores using these variables have been developed (20-23). Likewise, preoperative risk assessment should not be underestimated preoperatively to obtain a successful LLR. Further, multiple imaging modalities such as augmented reality [e.g., three-dimension (3D) computed tomography (24,25)] may allow surgeons to anticipate the meticulous liver anatomy such as location of large hepatic veins and portal veins, possibly leading to avoid accidental injury and better outcomes (25).

Installation

Optimal laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection should align the transection plane with the optical trocar and one operative port on each side to achieve triangulation. Figure 1 shows an example of installation of laparoscopic right hepatectomy and principle of triangulation (26,27).

Patient position

The reverse Trendelenburg position with legs apart is widely accepted for most antero-lateral resections (5,6). In this position, the blood flow returned to the heart is mechanically reduced by gravity, which further helps maintaining low (<5 mmHg) central venous pressure (CVP). The reverse Trendelenburg position also improves exposure by gravitationally shifting visceral structures downwards, away from the liver. On the opposite, semi-/partial/full left lateral or even semi-prone positions, which also use gravity and optimize surgical ergonomics have been developed for LLR of posterosuperior lesions. The latter are considered “difficult locations” for LLR (28). For example, Ikeda et al. developed a new LLR approach using semi-prone position (29,30). The patient is set in the left lateral position and surgeons stand at the left side, with rotating the operating table by 20°–25° from semi-prone position.

Surgeon position and trocar placement

In the French position, the patient is placed in a supine position with the operating surgeon standing between split legs, and is advocated for the vast majority of procedures, such as left lateral sectionectomy or major hepatectomies (26,27). The advantages of this position include the possibility to align the surgeon’s eyes with the optic and monitor, thus respecting the triangulation principle and avoid any shift in angle of vision (Figure 1). This position is also probably more relaxing for surgeons, which is an important issue in long-lasting procedures.

Trocar placements for the assistant are determined on the basis of surgeons’ preference and intraoperative view after positioning the optical trocar. The number of trocars used generally ranges from 4 to 5, while the use of an epigastric port is variable between teams. The optical trocar is most
often positioned above the umbilicus but the distance from the umbilicus varies considerably. When approaching posterolateral segments, a thoracoscopic access using intercostal ports with or without conventional abdominal access may be useful (31,32).

**Optical system**

A good laparoscopic view is mandatory to safely perform LLR. There are two main types of laparoscopies; forward-oblique viewing laparoscope with 30° or 45°, and flexible laparoscope. Flexible laparoscope may allow for the visualization of several structures (e.g., posterolateral segments, root of the right hepatic vein, dome of the right liver), which are more difficult to be visualized using a 30° or 45° laparoscope (28,33). More recently, the 4K resolution technology has been shown to offer up to 4 times better resolutions than the full HD technology but require large screens to be used efficiently. The 3D vision provides a useful depth perception, which allows for enhanced movement precision and has been shown to reduce operation time in LLR (34,35).

**Determination of transection plane**

Intraoperative ultrasonography is widely used and can clearly and readily identify several important decision-making parameters, such as the extent of tumors and anatomical landmarks (36-38). Especially in anatomical LLR, identification of the hepatic veins and Glissonian pedicles may minimize the risk of vascular injury. The combined use of intraoperative ultrasound with preoperative imaging studies allows determining the appropriate transection line.

When the resection plane cannot be determined simply by ultrasonography alone (in the case of anatomical segmentectomy), intraoperative fluorescence imaging techniques using systemic indocyanine green (ICG) injection helps identifying the boundaries of segments with the associated use of Glissonian pedicles clamping and visualization under a specific camera (6,39-41).

As mentioned earlier, the transection plane should be aligned with optical trocar in accordance with the triangulation rule. Use of retraction, rotating the operating table, handling of transection devices, and change of position of the camera may allow for better exposure of the transection plane.

**Basic rules of laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection**

**Instruments**

The devices available for liver parenchymal transection are classified in two main categories: transection devices and energy devices. Transection devices include the ultrasonic scalpel, water-jet, stapler, and cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA); while energy devices include monopolar and/or bipolar cautery, pre-coagulators, and ultrasonic shears. Energy devices may also be used as transection tools, sealing tools or both.

Table 1 summarizes various instruments for parenchymal transection. According to two recent systematic reviews on LLR (8,9), the transaction methods widely vary depending on the surgeon’s preference. This is possibly explained by two reasons: (I) liver parenchymal transection itself has traditionally been performed according to the surgeon’s preference; and (II) a remarkable increase of new technology with innovative techniques and devices (9). A large retrospective study on more than 5,202 living donors showed that CUSA is used in 86.2% of cases, therefore making it the most appropriate tool for parenchymal transection in order to avoid vessels injury in the open surgery. This trend is similar in the laparoscopic setting. In the 2018 report of the French surgical association focusing on LLR and including more than 4,000 patients, CUSA was the most frequently used tool (64.6% of cases) (42).

Clips were found to be acceptable for large vessel vascular division. Major vessels (e.g., major hepatic vein or major bile duct) were commonly cut by laparoscopic vascular staplers (11).

**How to minimize bleeding from transection plane?**

Maintaining a dry operative field to perform safe LLR is of paramount importance. Intermittent clamping using the Pringle maneuver is employed to control hepatic inflow, whereas the maintenance of a relatively low CVP is used to control backflow bleeding from the hepatic vein.

**General principles**

Patient position, maintenance of pneumoperitoneum between 10–12 mmHg, and low CVP (<5 mmHg), can be associated with low blood loss (43-45). A reverse Trendelenburg position also improves with maintenance of low CVP. The higher the CVP is, the greater the venous engorgement of
the liver is, which increases the risk of backflow bleeding during transection. A number of studies have now shown that low CVP anesthesia is well tolerated and that the theoretical risk of gas embolism during laparoscopic approach is very rarely clinically evident (6,7). Besides, maintenance of pneumoperitoneum between 10–12 mmHg itself can contribute to the control of bleeding (2,4,5).

Intermittent pedicular clamping
It is well known that vascular clamping of hepatic inflow and outflow reduces bleeding from liver parenchyma (46-51). Intermittent Pringle maneuver remains the most evidence-based efficient type of clamping for hepatic inflow occlusion and therefore is applied to laparoscopic approach as well (51). By contrast, control of hepatic outflow during LLR requires the use of demanding techniques since the hepatic veins are fragile and vulnerable during parenchymal transection (52). Alternatively, blood loss from the outflow system is strongly correlated with CVP, and therefore maintenance of low CVP has an effect on controlling bleeding.

Intermittent Pringle maneuver can be used during LLR using either an intra- or extracorporeal technique and variants (53-59). Although the intra- corporeal technique has been standardized since its first description, the extracorporeal technique is a more recently developed one, and has not been described in detail. Recently, Lim et al. compared the outcomes between intra and extracorporeal Pringle maneuver, and they recommended extracorporeal technique because of its rapidity and avoidance of incomplete occlusion of the intrahepatic artery and portal vein (60).

Hemostatic agents for parenchymal transection plane
The use of fibrin-based hemostatic agents and sealants (e.g., TachoSil®, Nycomed Linz, Austria) in open liver resection has gained support through numerous publications citing its efficacy in adjunctive hemorrhage control (61). Three European randomized control trials (RCTs) have already demonstrated the efficacy of hemostatic agents as compared with no agents or argon beam coagulation in liver resection (62-64).

However, the utility of hemostatic agents during the LLR setting remains poorly analyzed. The possible reasons are: (I) laparoscopic positioning of patching agents on transection plane may be technically demanding; (II)
LLR is mainly indicated for minor resection for which the use of hemostatic agents may be less relevant; and (III) laparoscopy itself may be associated with enhanced hemostasis of the parenchymal transection plane as a consequence of the increased abdominal pressure generated by the pneumoperitoneum and meticulous surgery brought by the magnified view.

**Techniques of bleeding control**

Compression for several minutes using small gauze pads (4) and direct clipping for exposed small vessels are simple techniques. When encountering bleeding from a large vessel such as a major hepatic vein, a portal vein, or the inferior vena cava, direct suture of the bleeding source can be attempted after achieving temporary control of the site by applying a clip or grasper (4). In cases of major bleeding during laparoscopic approach, decreasing airway pressure via a brief pause in artificial ventilation is reported to decrease backflow bleeding (65). We do not recommend to increase, even momentarily, pneumoperitoneum pressure in case of hemorrhage, because such high pressure may lead to gas embolism (65).

**Techniques for laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection**

In this section, we present our techniques of laparoscopic liver parenchymal transection.

**Transection of the superficial layer of the liver**

Parenchymal transection starts with the opening of both capsule and superficial layer of the liver (up to 2 cm deep) (8), in which no major vessels or bile duct are generally present (*Figure 2*). This step can be safely performed using ultrasonic shears only (i.e., Harmonic®, Ethicon EndoSurgery, Inc., Cincinnati, OH or Thunderbeat®, Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan) without pre-coagulation. Doing this, triggering ultrasonic shears before completely closing the device allows limiting bleeding. In selected cases of superficial small tumors requiring wedge resection, we can use ultrasonic shears only without CUSA.
Exposure of intra-parenchymal structures

Transection of deeper parenchyma should be performed with caution and requires meticulous exposure of intra-parenchymal structures (i.e., vessels and bile ducts). To achieve this, both CUSA (CUSA EXcel®: IntegraTM Life Sciences Corporation. NJ, USA) and laparoscopic bipolar cautery for hemostasis are used concomitantly. CUSA can be handled using the right or left hand depending on the axis of the transection plane and surgeon's preference. Exposing Glissonean branches and/or hepatic veins is clearly in accordance with state of the art open hepatectomy. Pre-coagulation of the cutting plane is not performed to limit the risk of burn injury. The Tissue Select® of the CUSA is a pulsatile mode and appears particularly useful to dissect major hepatic veins in order to reduce the risk of vein injury. This Tissue Select® mode slows down parenchymal transection but allows reducing the risk of vascular injury. For example, Figure 2B shows liver parenchymal transection during laparoscopic right hepatectomy. The middle hepatic vein should be exposed on the cutting plane, which ensures appropriate resection, and makes division easier and faster because almost no Glissonean branch is present in this cutting plane.

Small vessels (diameter of 2 mm or less) are diathermically sealed using sealing devices (i.e., Thunderbeat®) and then divided. Hemostasis of the resection plane is achieved with bipolar cautery (66). Larger vessels (diameter of 3–7 mm) are divided with sealing devices or clips as appropriate. Significant hepatic veins or Glissonean pedicles are dissected and then taped allowing for traction and good positioning of the clips of suture (Figure 2C). This process allows for preventing clips or suture from untying, breaking, and slipping. Almost all cases are then double clipped using Hem-o-lok® (Weck Closure Systems. NC, USA) and divided by straight scissors. Vascular stapler is used for the division of large structures.

Liberal use of intermittent pedicular clamping

To minimize bleeding from transection plane, intermittent pedicular clamping is used without restriction. The use of an intermittent Pringle maneuver has been reported to have no detrimental effects on postoperative liver function (2,67). Prior to transecting liver parenchyma, vascular tape should be placed around hepatoduodenal ligament by opening the lesser omentum and passing the tape through the foramen of Winslow. This process allows to easily perform the Pringle maneuver and various techniques of intra-corporeal or extra-corporeal pedicular clamping can be used depending on the surgeon’s preference. At our institute we use an extracorporeal clamping technique using a dedicated vascular clamp (Figure 3). This approach is easy, reproducible, quickly usable, effective, and safe and can be applied without assist by surgeons with limited experience in LLR.

Transection of the hepatic outflow

For major hepatectomy, transection of the major hepatic veins is performed with a laparoscopic vascular stapler. The proper identification and isolation of the hepatic veins may be the most difficult aspect of these procedures. For example, in laparoscopic right hepatectomy, the right hepatic vein is gently encircled after transection of the liver parenchyma and then hang up using a dedicated tape (Figure 2D) as mentioned earlier. This process also allows for secure vascular stapling without damaging hepatic veins and misfire.

Recovery from major bleeding; our experience

Figure 4 shows the management of IVC bleeding during right hepatectomy. First of all, it is mandatory to be able to stop the bleeding by immediately occluding the venous injury using a dedicated laparoscopic vascular clamp. Obviously, laparoscopic suturing is more challenging than in open surgery. Considering the significant time from conversion to open approach, however, laparoscopic suturing may be effective. Likewise, we emphasize that
massive bleeding should be repaired under laparoscopic approach. Expertise of laparoscopic suturing technique is known to be more difficult than open approach, yet, it is mandatory to control any bleeding, especially on main hepatic veins (2,4).

Conclusions
Liver parenchymal transection continues to be the technical challenge of the pure laparoscopic approach. Optimal determination of the transection line, appropriate use of devices, and better understanding the basic rules of bleeding control allow to perform a cautious transection; which further contributes to safer as well as standardization of LLR.
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